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Genital self‑mutilation: A challenging pathology (Review)
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Abstract. Genital self‑mutilation is a pathology that leads to
numerous and important discussions, rarely presented in the
medical literature. There have been many attempts to explain
the reasons behind these medical phenomena, but single cases
have been generally reported, making it extremely difficult
to draw valid conclusions. It is acknowledged that there are
psychotic and non‑psychotic causes, from psychiatric problems
and sexual identity disorders to cultural or religious reasons,
alcohol or recreational drug consumption, unconventional
types of sexual satisfaction or self‑satisfaction. Recent theories
consider self‑mutilation as a phenomenon of reducing distress
or tension, as an expression of feelings of anger or sorrow. It is
believed that 55‑85% of those who have resorted to self‑muti‑
lation have at least once in their life tried to commit suicide.
There is evidence that early discovery and intervention as well
as proper treatment in regards to psychosis can significantly
reduce the number of self‑mutilation episodes, with a protec‑
tive role of these individuals. Cases of genital self‑mutilation
may be considered real medical emergencies, sometimes
extremely challenging and accompanied by severe complica‑
tions. Injury of the genital area is usually accompanied by
numerous early or long‑term complications due to the marked

vascular area and to the microbial flora present in this part of
the body. The degree of mutilation is an unforeseen aspect that
the medical staff may have to encounter during the interven‑
tion, sometimes testing their imagination and surgical skills
when dealing with such a case. Understanding the causes of
these self‑aggressive behaviors, which may be life‑threatening,
is critical and multidisciplinary mobilization is needed after
treatment of the acute phases. The outcome of these patients
depends on integrated collaborative work. These cases repre‑
sent a serious reason for frustration for the physicians involved
in solving them, and knowledge of these issues is valuable to
urologists, psychiatrists and other health professionals.
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Self‑mutilation represents voluntary intentional injury focused
on the person's own body, without suicidal intent (1,2).
Self‑mutilation is listed as a symptom of borderline person‑
ality disorders (2,3). However, there are experts who consider
self‑injury as a distinct clinical syndrome (1). Self‑mutilation
in minor forms is frequently encountered and is dependent
on the cultural factors the person experiences and does not
cause infirmity. The term of self‑mutilation was first used
by L.E. Emerson in 1913 (4), and later mentioned by other
authors. The topic has become an important one and numerous
classifications have been made in an attempt to differentiate
between socially accepted and deviant behaviors (1). However,
only isolated, single cases have been generally reported, and
not multiple cases. Thus, it is extremely difficult to draw valid
conclusions (5).
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Genital self‑mutilation (GSM) refers to self‑aggressive
behavior on the genitals, with aggressivity of varying degrees,
ranging from the smallest mutilations (blade scratches) to the
most serious ones, which constitute urological emergencies
(penile or testicular amputation). Once solved, the case requires
mandatory psychiatric evaluation and therapeutic approach.
However, when these cases occur, they represent a real chal‑
lenge for urologists and psychiatrists, being isolated cases or
repetitive ones (1,2,5,6). The aim of this review emphasizes
the main pathological aspects related to genital self‑mutilation
over the last 120 years.
2. Epidemiology
GSM is a rare medical condition generally associated with
psychotic phenomena. Several cases associated with various
reasons and justifications of religious or sexual nature, many
of which are anecdotal in character, have been reported in
non‑psychotic patients. Approximately 110 cases in men have
been described in the literature (7‑9). This pathology has been
described since ancient Rome, Roman priests considering it as
the supreme sacrifice of sexual life. The Greeks described the
so‑called Eshmun complex that comes from the Phoenician
god (with the same name) of healing and the tutelary god
of Sidon who castrated himself to avoid the advances of the
goddess Astronae (10). Numerous cases of self‑mutilation
for religious reasons have been described in other cultures as
well (11).
It is clear that the number of cases of genital self‑mutilation
is under‑reported. Genital self‑mutilation has been reported
in both sexes, regardless of culture, religion and/or ethnic
group (10). The first case of genital self‑mutilation in the
modern period was reported in 1846, but the first scientific
description belonged to Stroch in 1901 (12,13).
In recent years, the number of reported cases has
increased. Until 1977 only 51 cases were reported in the
English medical literature (14). In 1996, Nakaya reviewed
110 cases published between 1979 and 1993 (8). Nevertheless,
the number of cases published in the literature concerning
this issue is extremely low (15). Thus, the actual prevalence
is difficult to establish. The severity of self‑mutilation in
the reported cases is also different as indicated in a study
published in 2009 which showed a prevalence of 1 case in
4 million individuals, but referring only to cases of severe
self‑mutilation (5).
According to recent studies, there is no clear differentia‑
tion in the prevalence of self‑mutilation with regard to sex of
the patients (5,10,15). Some evidence has shown that this
behavior is more common among men (10). By contrast, other
studies have shown that this behavior is more common among
women (1,7,16). There are many controversies with regard to
the age of those who resort to self‑mutilation. Certain studies
have shown a prevalence of self‑mutilating behavior in 10‑15%
of healthy children aged 9‑18 months (considered pathological
after the age of 3) (1), and a higher prevalence among young
individuals (17). Other authors have reported cases in patients
aged 6‑66 years (10,18). It is generally believed that those who
resort to self‑mutilation are individuals of varying degrees of
intellectual development, of any sexual orientation, in marital
relationships or not (10).

3. Reasons
The reasons behind self‑mutilation may vary greatly: From
personal crises related to mental problems (such as sexual
identity, mental illness, body dysmorphia) to non‑psychotic
problems (social reasons, the desire to change one's sex,
sexual arousal and religious beliefs) (19). Most GSM cases are
categorized as being determined by psychiatric reasons as this
behavior is considered unconventional (20). A study revealed
that in a group of 53 cases of GSM, 87% of the patients were
psychotic and 13% were non‑psychotic (9). In addition, it was
shown that in a group of 14 self‑mutilated patients 65% of
the patients were psychotic and 35% were non‑psychotic (19).
Certain authors have reported fewer psychosis‑related
cases (15,21), the more common reasons being related to the
disturbance of sexual identity. Cases involving psychoses
may be due to functional psychoses or due to brain injuries.
Individuals with an increased risk of self‑mutilation are those
with borderline personality disorder, bipolar persons (22),
persons suffering from depression (23), or schizophrenia (24).
Interestingly, GSM may be the first and only manifestation of
a psychiatric condition (10,25), infantile condition, autism or
mental retardation (26).
Previous findings have shown that alcohol or various
recreational drug consumption represent major risk factors
for self‑mutilation (1,27). As far as the consumption of recre‑
ational drugs is concerned, the main substances involved in
these cases are cocaine, cannabis and amphetamine (27). In
a study published in 1993, Aboseif et al showed that, 55%
of those who repeatedly resorted to self‑mutilation had a
history of drug addiction and 31% had a history of alcohol
consumption (19).
Non‑psychotic cases typically include personality
disorders, sexual conflicts or feelings of guilt, transvestism,
unconventional forms of sexual arousal, various complex types
of cultural or religious beliefs (10,19). Cases related to different
states of sexual arousal and trans‑sexualism are considered to
be frequent while those related to certain religious beliefs are
mainly generated by the assignment of negative connotations
to sexuality (19). Subjects who associate sexual conflicts with
feelings of guilt in this regard seem to resort to self‑mutilation
much more frequently than other subjects (8).
Previous findings have shown that individuals who
resort to self‑mutilation are generally in a psychotic or
intoxicated state (with alcohol or recreational drugs) when
they self‑mutilate (7,9,21). Subjects with a major risk of
self‑mutilation (even severe) are those in a first episode of
schizophrenia (characterized in particular by disillusionment
associated with religious or body‑related disappointments) (5).
For this purpose, the term of Klingsor Syndrome is also
used to describe genital self‑mutilation due to religious
delusions (28). There are authors who recommend the use
of this term in all cases of genital self‑mutilation caused by
psychotic disorders (28) (the name comes from a character in
Richard Wagner's Parsifal, namely Klingsor, a magician who
resorts to self‑castration in order to keep away from his carnal
lust). Certain authors divide the reasons for self‑mutilation
in three categories: Psychotic (especially schizophrenia),
tranvestism, and complex reasons of religious or cultural
nature (7). However, other theories consider self‑mutilation as
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a phenomenon of reducing distress or tension, as a form of
expressing feelings of anger or sorrow (29).
Cases of self‑mutilation are frequently encountered in
prisoners and present multiple causes (30). Self‑mutilation
can also be associated with suicide attempts. It is believed
that 55‑85% of those who have resorted to self‑mutilation
have at least once in their life tried to commit suicide (2).
Although numerous explanations or theories have been
offered to explain self‑mutilation, a clear conclusion remains
to be drawn owing to this pathology being extremely serious
and complex. Several predisposing factors for self‑mutilation
have been suggested including the absence of a male dominant
figure during early childhood; effeminate behaviors during
childhood; a possessive, dominant, highly protective mother
causing the son's masochistic behaviors or unresolved sexual
conflicts; rejection, denial of one's body or certain parts of the
body (especially the genital organs); feelings of guilt; marked
anxiety (18).
Several genetic disorders that obviously predispose
subjects to self‑mutilation should also be mentioned. The
Lesch‑Nyhan syndrome is a rare genetic disorder caused by
an anomaly on the X‑chromosome that occurs almost exclu‑
sively in males (31). The Cornelia de Lange syndrome is a
rare genetic disorder caused by the mutations of the NIPBL
gene on the short arm of chromosome 5 and of SMC1L1 on
X‑chromosome (32,33). These rare syndromes are associ‑
ated with severe mental retardation and pose a major risk of
self‑mutilation (34).
4. Discussion
Very few cases of GSM have been published by the special‑
ized literature, being particularly associated with psychotic
disorders, ranging from patients with functional psychoses to
patients with brain injury (35). Psychotic patients at risk for
genital self‑mutilation are patients with personality disorders,
delusions (especially religious ones), depression, childhood
trauma or severe deprivation, or severe feelings of guilt of a
sexual nature (1,10,11,15,20). Non‑psychotic cases are gener‑
ally associated with behavioral disorders, with certain sexual
behaviors (such as transvestism during the ‘difficult’ waiting
period for sex reassignment surgery from male to female or
exaggerated autoerotism) (36), or reasons of a religious nature
(including sacrifices) (11,15,20).
Self‑mutilation is also encountered in certain situations
that present hallucinations, especially caused by the consump‑
tion of psychogenic substances. Excessive alcohol intake
and/or narcotics were also identified in 54% of the studied
cases (19,35). Another study showed that self‑mutilation is
much more severe in patients with feelings of sexual guilt (8).
The literature presents the case of a boy who began to
self‑mutilate himself at the age of 6. By the age of 35 he had
already amputated his penis, testicles and scrotum (18). This
is considered the most severe sexual self‑mutilation (10,18).
The psychopathological explanation of these cases includes
psychoanalytic, cognitive and neurochemical models that
need to be further investigated. Frustration, impulsiveness,
aggressiveness that occur at some point in these patients
may be determinant factors in triggering such behaviors. The
sexual or aggressive needs cannot be solved otherwise. For a
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better understanding of patient motive, special attention must
be paid to the part of the body patients focused on since it
may have a symbolic significance. Self‑mutilation cases may
be considered real medical emergencies, sometimes extremely
challenging and with severe complications. There are cases
that are discovered accidentally and pose no difficulty or cases
that are extremely serious that put the patient's life in danger
(bleeding, abscess, or septic states). Injury of the genital area is
usually accompanied by numerous early or long‑term compli‑
cations due to the marked vascular area and to the microbial
flora present in this part of the body. Proper diagnosis requires
complete clinical examination and a proper anamnesis.
Paraclinical and imaging investigations are often imposed and
provide additional information.
The main purpose of the treatment is to solve the
complications caused by self‑mutilation, to perform recon‑
structions (re‑implantations or skin grafts), to remove the
foreign body/bodies, to treat all the complications caused
by these behaviors and to prevent the onset of other compli‑
cations (especially infectious ones). Managing such cases
requires much tact, skill and professionalism on the part
of all those involved, without judging patients or showing
inappropriate feelings or behaviors towards these persons
who already feel guilty and ashamed concerning the situ‑
ation. The optimal conditions for examination, diagnosis
and treatment must be provided, implying the necessary
intimacy. Not only are emergency measures required, but
long‑term measures are imperative. After treating the acute
phase, psychiatric evaluation is mandatory in order to reveal
the reasons that have led to such behaviors and to prevent
relapses (37).
Of note is that such cases are judged and reported in
different cultures, with different beliefs and behaviors, raising
important issues of interpretation. Besides the current situa‑
tion caused by the emergency itself, by the early complications
and by the long‑term complications of self‑mutilation, the case
requires much tact in handling, empathic management, no
sarcastic reactions or behaviors, disgust or hostility from the
medical staff. Besides the multidisciplinary approach of the
case, psychiatric counselling and evaluation are mandatory as
they are the only ones that can provide explanation and hope in
these often desperate situations. After treating such cases and
going through such experiences with the patient, the physician
becomes aware of the fact that correct and sustained psychi‑
atric counselling can lead to a more effective approach with
regard to the patient, of such situations, to less self‑aggressive
and ‘wiser’ behaviors since the complete renunciation of these
behaviors is almost illusory.
Evidence suggest that early discovery and intervention
as well as proper treatment in psychosis can significantly
reduce the number of self‑mutilation episodes, with protective
role (5). Besides medical challenges, possible forensic implica‑
tions of these cases should be considered since there may be
situations when the doctor is confronted with issues related to
sexual assault, confidentiality, reporting or not to other persons
or authorities, or even obtaining patient informed consent.
Certain authors recommend obtaining approval for setting
up an electronic medical database on rare psychiatric cases
in order to draw some pertinent conclusions after analyzing
all aspects, to identify certain factors, and to reduce the
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number of self‑mutilation episodes (5). All this is crucial due
to the fact that GSMs are generally reported as isolated cases
or limited series of cases (38,39). However, understanding
the causes of these self‑aggressive behaviors, which may be
life‑threatening, is critical and multidisciplinary mobilization
is needed after the treatment of the acute phases (40). The
outcome of these patients depends on integrated collaborative
work. Prevention of such behaviors can also occur especially
in patients with pre‑existing psychiatric problems who are at
risk for self‑mutilation mainly. These cases represent a serious
reason for frustration for the physicians involved in solving
them because they are often refractory to treatment and repeti‑
tive and involve high costs (40). In major depression, GSM may
be considered a suicide attempt and the act may be attributed
to a coping mechanism associated with the symbolic expres‑
sion of emotions, especially feelings of guilt. Other authors
attribute GSM as playing an anti‑suicidal role by regulating
the dysphoric element (41).
Dysregulation of serotonin transmission in the CNS
(central nervous system) is reported to be related to different
psychiatric disorders in humans, including depression, impul‑
sive aggression and anxiety disorders (42‑44). In depression,
depletion of serotonin is linked to aggression, facilitating
suicide or self‑mutilation.
5. Conclusions
Patients who come to the hospital for self‑mutilation, espe‑
cially at the genital level, are rare in current practice. Although
motives and reasons vary from psychotic and non‑psychotic
reasons, psychiatric problems or sexual identity disorders
to cultural or religious reasons, alcohol or recreational drug
consumption, unconventional forms of sexual satisfaction or
self‑satisfaction, the management of those patients is a chal‑
lenging problem and requires interdisciplinary collaboration
between urologists, surgeons, psychiatrists, psychologists and
other health staff. The staff need to be prepared to manage
such cases with tact and professionalism while taking care in
view of all the possible legal consequences. After resolving
emergency measures, long‑term therapy is mandatory for all
the patients in order to resolve the problems that led the patient
to respond or react with self‑harm.
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